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Third Mishhuvurthyar War

The Third Mishhuvurthyar War is the name of the third major conflict between the Yamatai Star Empire
and its allies and the Mishhuvurthyar governments such as the Sfrarabla Mishhuvurthyar Nougpift (SMN).

History

The monstrous beings known as the Mishhuvurthyar were originally genetically-engineered biological
weapons created by PNUgen Corporation. During their development they were corrupted by malevolent
extra-dimensional beings called the Umbral. Escaping their labs, the Mishhuvurthyar took their
warfighting skills to the stars and secretly built a military called the Sfrarabla Mishhuvurthyar Xhrafuklurp
(SMX). In YE 26, they turned on their creators in a surprise attack that started the First Mishhuvurthyar
War. The resulting war claimed billions of lives until it ended in a peace conference in YE 30.

Unsatisfied with peace, the Mishhuvurthyar formed a new government called the Sfrarabla
Mishhuvurthyar Nougpift, and a new, more conventional military force called the NMX, and in YE 31, the
Second Mishhuvurthyar War began with another surprise attack on Nataria. Thanks to the efforts of the
YSS Miharu in finding fleets thought lost in the Second Draconian War, and to the fleets of the Star Army
of Yamatai, the Mishhuvurthyar's final push on Yamatai was thrwarted and the tables were turned with
the YSS Eucharis leading the final battle on the NMX headquarters in the Rabaal system in YE 34.

The Mishhuvurthyar threat was thought to be all but eliminated…but near the end of the Kuvexian War in
YE 43 and the rediscovery of the reformed Uesureyan Star Empire, which unexpectedly assisted as an
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ally in the Battle Of Glimmergold, Yamatai discovered that the Mishhuvurthyar were still a major force to
be reckoned with, and that they had spread farther into the larger Kagami Galaxy than previously
thought. In the first month of YE 45, the YSS Kaiyō II with Task Force 282 assisted Yamatai's Uesureyan
allies in retaking a colonized planet called Kessica Prime from Mishhuvurthyar invaders, marking the first
meaningful conflict between the Yamatai Star Empire and SMN since the end of the Second
Mishhuvurthyar War. This was underscored by a major battle later in YE 45 where the Second Fleet
fought a massive Mishhuvurthyar force to allow the YSS Resurgence to rescue the YSS Wakaba from
beyond a wormhole. In the aftermath, the Star Army vowed to hunt the Mishhuvurthyar and challenge
them for control of the galaxy.

Events

By YE 45.5 the gears of the Yamataian Government were turning towards a declaration of war. The
Empress of Yamatai, Empress Himiko I, and the Star Army's commander, Taisho Ketsurui Yui, began
preparations to send out forces across the galaxy to strike hostiles, collect resources, and recruit new
allies. In YE 45.6 the Star Army called its senior military leadership together to discuss how to handle
their new mission and its unprecedented scope.1)2)

On YE 45.7.01, Taisho Ketsurui Yui and the Empress jointly issued a declaration of war again the
Mishhuvurthyar.3) On the same day, Chusa Ketsurui Aiko represented the Yamatai Star Empire during a
meeting with Nepleslian Grand Admiral Violetta De Luca at the Democratic Imperium's embassy on
Yamatai4) and secured basic assurances of alliance against the new Mishhuvurthyar threat.5).

In YE 45.8, the Star Army introduced the Third Mishhuvurthyar War Service Ribbon.

The New Sectors

Using networks of wormholes, the Mishhuvurhtyar had spread to a vast array of new locations in the
galaxy, forcing the Star Army to divide its forces to search them out.

Shortly after the declaration of war, autopsies from Mishhuvurthyar discovered in the Kosuke Sector
reveal the terrifying new Mishhuvurthyar Hemosynthetic Virus Weapon. Dr. Shinichiro Tomoko contacted
Taisho Ketsurui Yui and informed her that Ketsurui Zaibatsu had begun working on a cure.6)

Participants

Yamatai Star Empire:
Star Army of Yamatai

Mishhuvurthyar forces
NMX
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Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia

OOC Notes

The Third Mishhuvurthyar War is an ongoing RP event. Additional content will be added as it
happens in the RP.

Wes created this article on 2023/08/06 14:11.

events
Event Month .7

1)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/urgent-meeting-of-the-admiralty-to-discuss-recent-events.7
0724/#post-439264
2)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/meeting-of-the-admiralty-to-discuss-emerging-mishhuvurthy
ar-threat.70749/#post-439405
3)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/galactic-war-mishhu-attacks-provoke-wrath-of-yamatai.7083
4/#post-439936
4)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/with-regards-to-the-green-white-and-blue.70836/
5)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/nepleslian-cooperation-against-the-mishhuvurthyar.70882/
6)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/secured-dr-shinichiro-tomoko-to-mistress-taisho-yui-urgent-
mishhuvurthyar-weapon.70871/#post-440176
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